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Beneath discussions about race and ethnic relations is an unease, 'a whispering in our hearts' 
these debates that need to be understood 'otherwise'. In more recent times, they seem increasingly 
complex and dangerous as the essential differences that underpin modem notions of identity 
appear negotiated, contingent, and disjunctive. In this paper, I examine the ways in which teachers 
and parents in one Melbourne secondary school spoke about these notions in 1988 and 
1998. Taking up suggestions in the postcolonial and race literatures, the article argues that 
the normalised notions which make up these conversations need to be made explicit, and the 
near silences that negotiate the parameters of these discussions should also be the focus of 
analysis. While at one level teachers and parents discussed their unease and their excitement 
about the ways their school had changed, their conversations remained underpinned by taken-
for-granted understandings about the ways people belong differently within the school 
community. 
Post-colonial cultural studies and whiteness writings point to the unease that exists 
beneath discussions about race and ethnic relations in contemporary western 
societies. These studies argue that research on race and ethnic relations must 
account for the deeply held and taken-for-granted notions that define ways people 
belong differently within communities. They suggest that to make this logic explicit, 
researchers should examine two almost silent narrations (see hooks, 1995; Lather, 
1991; Morrison, 1992). The first is the silence of the person who is textualised as 
not-one-of-us and who is therefore "othered" in this way. Such people are left 
with no position from which to speak. The second are those who understand 
themselves through others in this way. Such people understand themselves through 
others and find it difficult to speak of themselves. Toni Morrison (1992) argues that 
by disregarding these silences contemporary American white society is "playing in 
the dark"; bell hooks (1995) asserts that white Americans are "unaware", that 
conversations about race and ethnic relations need to be looked at "otherwise". 
Jon Stratton (1998) speaks of a contemporary Australian context and entitles his 
text "Race daze", whilst Ghassan Hage (1998) researches "white fantasies". 
Henry Reynolds (1998)-whose writing begins this paper-develops the argument 
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succinctly; he muses that "the argument is sound; the chain of reasoning is 
complete", yet "our minds are not satisfied". His subsequent inquiry is elemental: 
"What means this whispering in the bottom of our hearts?" 
The research that underpins this paper began as a "whispering" that race and 
ethnic relations, as described in schools, need to be understood in other ways. In 
1988, I began a project that was to take over a decade to complete. As a teacher in a 
local school in Melbourne, Australia, I wanted to explore how race and ethnic 
relations were understood in similar school communities. My initial research 
discussed the ways in which multiculturalism was understood and implemented 
and experienced in Melbourne secondary schools. The results were clearly defined 
and consistent with other studies that took place at the time (see, e.g., Foster, 1988; 
Rizvi, 1985; Rizvi & Kemmis, 1987). School community members agreed that 
multiculturalism was a good idea, but their support for multicultural programs was 
inconsistent and ambivalent. Racism, they agreed, was not a problem at their school. 
Ten years later, in 1998, I conducted a second project in schools. This time, I aimed 
to study the ways that multiculturalism was discussed in schools, but also to study 
the ways in which school community members spoke about racism. Once again, I 
found that most of my conversations were about multiculturalism. Conversations 
about racism were almost impossible to broach. Nevertheless, I collected material 
which did not appear to fit within the well-documented narrative that I cobbled 
together. In 1988, respondents asserted that there was no racism in the school-but 
they were nevertheless concerned that it happened. In 1998, some people continued 
to report that they might be excluded, but what had happened and when it happened 
seemed even more confusing. 1 
This paper examines conversations with teachers and parents at one particular 
local government school in 1988 and 1998. Although I wanted to study ethnic and 
race relations at the school, I found that these discussions turned to demographic 
and global changes, and the multicultural policies and practices which were put in 
place to deal with those changes. My argument is that beneath these changed public 
discussions is a "near-silence", whereby matters of race and difference are both an 
obsession and almost impossible to speak about. While, at one level, teachers and 
parents discussed their unease and their excitement about the ways in which their 
school had changed, their conversations remained underpinned by taken-for-granted 
understandings about the ways in which people belonged differently within the 
school community. These conversations became increasingly confused as in recent 
and increasing globalised times conceptions of "who-we-are" and "who-they-are" 
became more difficult to define. Discourses of raced and cultural differences 
remained as a ubiquitous logic which constrained ways that multiculturalism and 
the policies and practices of language teaching and internationalisation were spoken 
about and introduced in schools. 
My project to understand relations between ethnic identities in schools is, as James 
Clifford (1997) puts it, "homework". It is the critical confrontation with invisible, 
taken-for-granted ways of meaning that not only shape the ideas of the teachers and 
parents, but also shape my own thinking. As a white, Jewish, female professional, 
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I share and do not share commonalities in the way that I understand and speak about 
race and ethnic relations and the world of the school. I also share with many of them 
a "whispering in my heart" that our conversations about race and ethnic relations do 
not properly explain what is happening within the school. It is only with some 
difficulty that I begin to think how these conversations can be understood in other 
ways: that I need to listen to what teachers, parents, and myself are speaking about, 
but also to the things being said in other ways-or hardly said at all. It is a complex 
journey which provides the maps which ground my text in the process of re-
imagining whereby: "for them, as for me imagining is not merely looking or looking 
at: nor is it taking oneself intact into the other. It is, for the purposes of the work, 
becoming" (Morrison, 1992, p. 4). 
I make my argument in three parts. The first, Playing in the Dark, sets out the 
postcolonial theories and the methodology that underpins the research. The second, 
Speaking of Race and Ethnic Relations, discusses ways in which these relations were 
commonly discussed as demographic change in each of the years 1988 and 1998. 
The third section, Whispering of Another, takes examples of these kinds of 
conversations and explores how they might be considered otherwise. I argue that 
while, in an increasingly globalised world, individual negotiations between identities 
become confused and frightening, the logic of ethnic relations continues to be 
defined by taken-for-granted understandings of the ways people belong, and do not 
belong. The other person remains the focus of conversations about race and ethnic 
relations, even as slhe remains not quite known and out of reach. The noisy and 
silent narrations that speak of ethnic and raced relations do more than trace 
individual negotiations between raced and ethnicised identities and changing debates 
about demographic change, multiculturalism, and racism. They work to manifest 
and to silence the taken-for-granted conceptions of self and other, which remain the 
subject and the object of these conversations. 
1. Playing in the Dark 
In her text, Playing in the Dark, Toni Morrison (1992) examines the ways that race 
and ethnicity are spoken about within American literatures. She argues that at the 
base of western identities is not a sense of whiteness, but the encoding and 
embodiment of blackness. Her work illustrates how an African presence is 
overwhelmingly encoded and embodied within the day-to-day life of contemporary 
American society. Morrison's work explores the possibility broached within post-
colonial and whiteness literatures that conceptions of selves in western societies are 
made in relation to others whom-we-are-not. The other, in this case the African 
American person, becomes seen only in relation to the norm that defines a white 
American sense of self. As such, s/he becomes defined as neither more nor less than 
the stereotype that comes to represent his or her otherness. The crucial insight here is 
that it is not others but selves that are defined by this relation. The final part to this 
argument is that these conditions are made silent, spoken about in "coded 
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language"; with "racial disingenuousness" and with a "frailty of heart". White people 
do not speak of themselves as cultured or raced-nor do they examine their relation 
to the African presence, which in a very real way defines them. They remain, as 
hooks (1995) argues, "unaware", even as these representations spell out the extent of 
their privileged relation to black people.2 
Morrison's argument is that the taken-for-granted logics, which define contem-
porary western selves through the notional presence of others, need to be made 
explicit in other ways. She suggests that the analysis of contemporary American 
literature should take place as three moves: the untangling of the ambivalent 
stereotypes which make up the narrations; the reversal of the gaze of these narrations 
so as to study the narrator self instead of others; and the reconsideration of other 
stories which our "frail" hearts refuse. These steps suggest a logic that informs my 
analysis. In the fieldwork section, I piece together the stories which teachers, parents, 
and I discuss when talking about ethnic and race relations. I then attempt to reverse 
the object of my study and consider the narrator of these stories. As a final step, I try 
to listen to what is said indirectly, differently, or not at all. 
Nevertheless, the notions which underpin this methodological direction need to be 
understood in their full complexity. Morrison is concerned with the fact that some 
people can define others and therefore themselves, whilst others are left with no place 
from which to speak. If this binary between those who know and define the world 
and those who are spoken for is indeed absolute, then Morrison's task is impossible. 
There would be no place from which the interrogation of these discourses could take 
place. Those people who are included as "white" define the terms and conditions of a 
world that is taken for granted and cannot be interrogated except through the 
ambivalent definition of others. Those who are understood as "other" and as outside 
of such white conversations cannot be heard at all. If they speak from within the 
world portrayed by such whiteness they cannot be heard-they have been left with no 
epistemological position from which to speak. If they speak from the outside, they are 
also not heard, as their words are untranslatable. Those listening from within the 
normative discourses of whiteness conversations have no place to listen to them. 
There is no place outside the discourse to speak and none from which to listen. In 
this black-and-white world, even if teachers and parents were to speak to me outside 
of the white discourse which Morrison describes, I could not hear them. I would not 
even realise that they had spoken. Yet, as Morrison's writing reminds me, I 
nevertheless remain preoccupied by their presence. 
lain Chambers (1994) illustrates the two-pronged character of this dilemma in his 
evocative (but ill-considered) discussion of the ambivalent spaces that map the 
contemporary city: 
The figure of the city, as both a real and an imaginary place, apparently provides a 
ready map for reading, interpretation and comprehension. Yet the very idea of a 
map, with its implicit dependence upon the survey of stable terrain, fixed referents 
and measurement, seems to contradict the palpable flux and fluidity of metropo-
litan life and cosmopolitan movement. You often need a map to get around a 
city, its subway system, its streets. Maps are full of references and indications, but 
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they are not peopled... Beyond the edges of the map we enter the localities of 
the vibrant, everyday world and the disturbance of complexity. (Chambers, 1994, 
p.92) 
Chambers' analogy is of a city divided between those of the map and those who 
remain unmapped. It imagines a community grasping for the comfort of the day-to-
day world that is framed within their own imagination, and haunted by the 
dis orientating, vibrant, unreachable presence of the unmapped on the outside. 
The other people in Chambers' city-the people beyond the map-are made by the 
people who have drawn the map even as they live beyond it. They are literally-
outside of the city-unseen and unheard. Yet, beyond Chambers' mapped world, 
"the vibrant everyday world" somehow continues in contradiction. Even as 
Chambers vividly describes the juncture between the narrational maps (white/not 
white), he fails to realise how his own ambivalent gaze remains fixed upon the vibrant 
and disturbing others outside his map. The others live in an intensely lived world 
which is both unspoken and yet absolutely inscribed in a fantastical world outside 
Chambers' city. 
Patty Lather (1991) suggests an important way to move forward from this 
dilemma. In her book, Getting Smart, Lather sets up a frame that explores the 
conditions of whiteness but also disrupts those mappings. This problematising 
structure has several steps. The first step traces the taken-for-granted stories that 
conceptualise others and problematises the binaries that underpin them. The second 
step refocuses the research project away from the repetition of these stereotypes and 
locates it instead as a condition of the maker of those maps. The third step 
transcends those binaries and listens to that which is beyond, and to that which 
belongs to neither of those terms. In this way, the task of the research becomes not so 
much to listen to the noises and silences of the argument that make others and selves, 
but to consider how these conversations are disrupted and can be listened to in other 
ways. 
Lather's suggestion brings to mind the messy world of the in-between, which is 
often broached in recent writings. It is a chaotic crossing of borders (Anzaldua, 1987; 
Giroux, 1994), speaking from the cracks (Terry, 1995), finding a third space 
(Bhabha, 1994), contemplating an alternative diaspora (Clifford, 1997), and pasting 
between the breaks (McCarthy, 1998). The location of the in-between is an untidy 
one that is given no systematic status in the literature. It is a methodologically 
uncomfortable space for many writers because, as they quite rightly say, the vantage 
points of the conversation, the borders, which surround their ambit and the spaces 
between them, are ill defined and changing. Minh-ha (1999) argues that the space of 
the in-between is to open up a different space, with a different sound. It is to open a 
world which both shares the language, and yet uses maps of its own. It is a "soundless 
place of resonance", a noisy silence. People talk, but it is to see both sides of the 
matter, to say two things at the same time. For Anzaldua, living in the world of the 
in-between is one that deals with the inner life of the self, the struggle of the self 
as it faces adversity and violations of seemingly primordial shadow-positionings. 
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She seeks to work in-between these spaces by switching the language codes that 
define those borders. She achieves that by moving between one language and 
another, and by developing a new language that is a mixture of these and which can 
speak about these silences. 
The post-colonial theories that I explore are concerned with the ways in which 
people discuss meaning and practice as they struggle together in day-to-day worlds, 
but I am also exploring the ways that these patterns of representation put identities 
within that same social world. I posit a theoretical framework concerned with three 
interrelated vantage points of theoretical reckoning namely: narrational practices, 
narrational fields, and narrational maps.3 Each of these has different implications for 
the ways which identities and their relationships with others can be considered. 
The first of these viewpoints, that of narrational practices~ considers the social 
conditions of experiencing, changing persons as they deal with others in ways that 
seem individual and therefore unpredictable. For ethnographers, this viewpoint is 
often exemplified by lincoln and Guba's (1985) position that experience and 
practice is defined by the multiple constructions of the reality of people caught within 
interacting but not necessarily related events and processes. The second viewpoint 
provided by the narrational fields examines the patterned yet contingent and often 
disjunctive ways in which such conversations about meaning and practice are related 
to a particular conceptual or practical domain. Their discussion is mediated within 
discourse formations such as multiculturalism, nationalism and racism, situational 
structures such as the school and the home, and structural processes such as race, 
class, and gender. The analysis of these negotiations and their often discordant links 
with each other and with sociocultural place and time, has been the subject of a 
number of methodological works including those by critical theorists.4 The last of 
these vantage points, that of the narrational maps, considers the interconnectedness 
of narrational fields as they define the essential ways of knowing and being in the 
world. This viewpoint examines the material and conceptual normative context that 
defines the site and subject of these conversations and debates. Recent writings about 
post-colonialism and whiteness explore and problematise these taken-for-granted 
maps. Morrison's (1992) Playing in the Dark~ which underpins this section, is one 
example of this viewpoint. From this viewpoint the person is viewed as a subject 
placed and called into the world through the "totality" of knowing and being in the 
world. Difference is defined in taken-for-granted ways which position subjects as 
"self" and "other", and relations between identities are defined by the taken-for-
granted ways in which people are placed temporally and spatially in relation to 
others. 
The methodological framework developed here is concerned with a social world 
articulated from three levels (see Table 1). The first is concerned with the 
individuality of experience as it is understood and talked about by people as they 
discuss their day-to-day practice. The second contemplates the proposition that 
these changing ways of knowing and being in the world are made and remade as 
fields of meaning by those who are both positioned by them and participate in their 
making. The final viewpoint emphasises the notion that these fields of meaning, 
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Table 1. Levels of Analysis 
Methodological Methodological Subjectivity Difference Relations 
level focus between 
persons 
Narrational Considers As an As a matter of As matters of 
practices individual experiencing, dealing "nicely" individual 
(experience) practices and changing person. or "badly" interaction. 
stories. towards others. 
Narrational fields Considers the As patterned by As patterned by As patterned by 
often-disjunctive the contingent the ways that the contingent 
ways of meaning and interweaving subjects are ways that 
and practice ways of meaning positioned, if only relations between 
related to a and practice in contingently, as people made 
particular which the subject "us" and "not "us" or "not us" 
conceptual or is both participant us". can take place. 




Narrational maps Considers the As placed, and As defined in As defined by the 
interconnectedness called into the taken-for-granted taken-for-
of narrational fields world through the ways which granted ways that 
that provide "totality" of position subjects people are placed 
taken-for-granted taken-for-granted as "self" and temporally and 
ways of knowing ways of knowing "other". spatially in rela-
and being in the and being in the tion to others. 
world. world. 
however contingent, make up the world as it is known to the experiencing subjects 
who move within it. Recent post-colonial literatures and cultural studies writings 
describe identities as fragmenting, changing, contingent, "in process" entities, even 
as they consider these subjects as firmly positioned by framings of race and ethnicity, 
gender, and class (see, e.g., Bauman, 1997; Brah, 1996; Chow, 1993; Giroux, 2000; 
Grossberg, 1997; Minh-ha, 1999; Spivak, 1996). They remind us that the 
interconnection of meaning and identity is not a simple process but represents real 
struggles played out within the times and spaces of contemporary western societies. 
These negotiate the most crucial of conditions: who one is, how one can belong, and 
how one can speak. They define the territorial struggles that define who can and who 
cannot belong within local communities such as schools, and they reconsider the 
ways of understanding and meaning that frame these relations.5 
2. Speaking of Race and Ethnic Relations 
This paper describes research which examined the ways that race and ethnic relations 
were spoken about in one local school in Melbourne, Australia, in 1988 and in 1998. 
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Teachers and parents were chosen, in each of those years, to reflect the demographic 
variability within the school, as well as knowledge of the programs and policies 
introduced to deal with this. Following from the naturalistic research methods of 
Denzin and Lincoln (1998) and Lincoln and Guba (1985), I was a "participant 
observer", during which time I interviewed nearly 30 teachers and parents in each of 
those years (nearly 60 interviews altogether). Following Spradley (1979), my 
questioning followed a "snowball" approach that was initially focused, but allowed 
for discussion and open-ended questioning. Reflecting the suggestion of Strauss 
(1987), and Strauss and Corbin (1998), the research analysis was firmly grounded 
within the research context; theories devised from the data were taken back, verified 
with, and "triangulated" between my respondents. At the end of my research, I 
pieced together a narrative which described the changed local population but 
increasingly globalised Melbourne school, and the programs and practices put in 
place to deal with this. In this section, I explore the normative nature of these 
conversations and the different logics that became explicit as they were viewed from 
vantage points described in my methodological frame. I give examples of my position 
with excerpts from discussions that so often begin discussions about race and ethnic 
relations in schools: the discussion of the school population. 
Describing a School Population-1988 
When I first came to Southgate Secondary College in 1988, Stephen Barrows, the 
school principal, produced the statistics that describe the population of his school:6 
Looking at it by year levels, the number of Greeks in junior levels is very low. The 
number of Greeks in senior levels is higher. It's just that the migrants that came here 
20 years ago are moving through the school. The new migrants are a different racial 
group, so the Greeks have declined. The Italians, which I haven't even got listed 
here any more because they're down to 17, have also virtually disappeared. They're 
the migrants of the 60s. The blue one here, the Vietnamese, you can see have 
rocketed up to 167. This year they're by far our largest racial group. But there's a 
stats difficulty here. The Chinese Vietnamese have been classified as Vietnamese 
this year and last year they were classified as Chinese. Chinese numbers appear to 
have dropped from 100 to ... so the Vietnamese increase might not be as great as it 
seems. But certainly Vietnamese is an area that is increasing. Chinese to the best of 
my knowledge would be about stable ... The European migrants continue to be a 
very small group. I think we've got 19 Turks; we've got 24 of all varieties of 
Yugoslavs. We've got 11 Poles; they're a small but significant group; they remain 
about level. 
Q. And the Spanish? 
A. The Spanish are rising rapidly. The last few months in particular most of the 
people coming have been Spanish. The ones you notice are the ones that arrive and 
move on pretty quickly (they) tend to be the Spanish people ... Last year's broad 
language groups shows 45% were Asian, 36% European, 5% central west Asian and 
14% English. In fact, the Asian group has increased and now is just under 50%. 
Not shown here is a significant group coming from Cook Islands, Timor Islands in 
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the South Pacific that would make up a few percent of the school now. (Barrows, 
1988,11. 103--148; these references refer to the pseudonym of the speaker, the year 
of the interview, and the line or page number of the quote) 
When viewed from the vantage point of the narrational field, these statistics followed 
government convention to describe the number of students present at the school. In 
1988 the number of Greek students had reduced. The number of Italian students 
had become too small to be counted and virtually disappeared. Students from 
Vietnam and other South East Asian countries had risen markedly. Numbers of 
"European" students remained small: 19 Turks, 24 Yugoslavs, and 11 Poles. The 
school also had students of Spanish origin, as well as students from the Cook Islands 
and Timor. 
When viewed from the vantage point of the narrational fields, these statistics were 
intended to indicate the numbers of "migrant" and "racial groups" in the school. 
They referred to essentially different groups. Stephen Barrows describes the "stats 
difficulty[ies)" making up this process. In 1988, students who had been considered 
Chinese in earlier statistics were later classified as Vietnamese. Students counted as 
Spanish were actually from South America. Turkish students were listed as 
European, but government statistics often continued to list them as Asian.7 
Descriptions of these figures from the vantage point of narrational practices conveyed 
trepidation at the immensity of these changes. Greeks and then Vietnamese were 
considered a different "racial 'group"; Italians had "virtually disappeared"; and the 
numbers of Vietnamese "rocketed up". The Spanish-"the ones you notice"-were 
"rising rapidly" and "move ( d) on pretty quickly". These statistics measured the 
number of new, different, and other racial and migrant groups who suddenly arrived 
at the school. Europeans were "a very small group". The listing "Anglo-Australian 
students" encodes as 14% those students who spoke "English" as their first language 
at home. 
The significance of viewing these statistics from the third viewpoint of the 
narrational map is more clearly demonstrated in this next quote. Tom Paterson 
(parent and council member) reminisces that: 
I think when you've been in an area, as you said-I come down here because of the 
rural atmosphere. There was tea tree. It was a beautiful underlay.,. It was like an 
English scene. We'd go for a walk on a Sunday afternoon down a lane. It's a lane 
opposite just like an English lane. There was foxes. There was snakes. We had 
snakes in our back garden. We had foxes come and take our fowls. It was a real 
country atmosphere. It was country down here, .. You know all this sort of went on 
but it was great it was a lovely atmosphere. Now it's all gone to what it was. 
Q. SO the population must have changed a lot too? 
A. It's just unbelievable ... I would say it's ... how many years would it be ... I 
would say the last 15 years ... It started from that point on. We've been here for 39 
years. I would say half the time it started to change then. I think when the Signpost 
hostel opened. When that opened that sort of created a lot of sorts of people living 
in this area. Probably the first place they come to in Australia. And then they looked 
around and I think you will find, you know, Southgate area particularly. It's 
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amazing. Particularly when all the Asians came, they thought this is all right and 
they all started to buy a house or live around the area. And gradually it's even got 
bigger and bigger and now down in Southgate the actual population ... (paterson, 
1998, 11. 12-53, research transcripts) 
In 1988, Mr Paterson remembered an Eden, an English scene, a country aspect, a 
rural atmosphere, beautiful, idyllic. There were snakes and foxes in the garden, but 
they barely affected the lovely atmosphere, the sense of neighbourhood. It was a 
paradise, Paterson reminisces mournfully, which is gone, "all gone to what it was". 
Change came as something "amazing", came with the opening of the Enterprise 
migrant hostel. Change came when "all the Asians came", when "they thought this is 
alright" and "started to buy a house or live around the area". Since change came it 
"got even bigger and bigger". 
In 1988 teachers, parents, and I described a school caught within the vicissitudes 
of rapid change. The analysis of these conversations from the vantage point of 
narrational practice is based on the notion that change, particularly demographic 
change, was enormously significant. It signalled the arrival of people who were quite 
other, and since "all the Asians came", things would never be the same again. Parents 
and teachers were preoccupied by expressions of shock; a sense of upheaval and 
confusion, intimating that things were happening too fast and that there was no 
turning back. The view of my data from the different vantage point of narrational 
maps provides a third order to this analysis. The first paragraph described here 
explores earlier and Edenesque times when "it was an English scene", and "it (had) a 
lovely atmosphere". The second paragraph describes the changed situation when 
"it" started and when it changed. The discussion of how it changed is closely linked a 
notional "us" and "our" spaces as they were before "it" began. 
Teachers, parents, and I continued to be concerned about demographic change in 
1998. A decade later, immigration patterns had changed, as Stephen Barrows (the 
principal) explained: 
A. An increase, in numbers, I would guess. Actually that there has been an increase 
in the numbers being born in Australia or their parents were born in Australia ... 
Q. Second generation. What about the kinds of places that they were coming from? 
A. Well that's, pretty much, a big reflection of the changes to the immigration ... For 
a while there, we had very large numbers of Chinese and Vietnamese and those 
groups are, quickly, declining in number. We're getting more African, Islander and 
a small number of refugees. That's all. The Asian, Vietnamese, Chinese group are, 
definitely, in decline. 
Q. Yes. Because they're going to Green Hills or because they're moving out of the 
area? 
A. That's hard to know, probably, because there's not so many coming into the 
area, because they were the last ones to leave the migrant hostel. That's been the big 
change and nowadays, migrants go wherever they can have a sponsor. So they're 
more ... I guess if you looked at migration over the years and see that the ... of these 
migrants is less than it used to be. So Southgate's really just reflecting the 
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demography of immigration. I don't know the current, largest groups of migrants 
... Looking at Southgate, you would assume a larger number from Africa and the 
Pacific Island groups. (Barrows, 1998, 11. 1-21, research transcripts) 
In 1998, the classifications for ethnic groups that defined difference remained similar 
to those used in 1988, and focused on country of origin and language spoken in the 
home. There were no longer "large numbers" of Chinese and Vietnamese; their 
numbers were "definitely in decline". The number of students born in Australia, or 
whose parents had been born in Australia, had increased. Now the school 
was enrolling larger numbers of students from the Pacific Islands and from 
Africa. The conditions described by these statistics changed in some ways. First, 
groups were no longer necessarily measured by race or by migration. In 1998, 
classifications seemed more slippery as students were born inside and outside of 
Australia. Second, teachers and parents used more measured terms to describe these 
figures. There were no longer "large numbers" of Chinese and Vietnamese; their 
numbers were "in decline". The "largest groups" were from Africa and the Pacific 
Islands. Descriptors used a decade before--they "rocketed up", "came out of the 
blue" -took on more controlled proportions as "we had very large numbers", "we're 
getting more". 
The altered manner in which demographic change was discussed in 1998 is 
illustrated by this quote from a second teacher, Bill Kelly. He explained that: 
Generally ... It's one of the hard things ... When you're in the school, even if it's 20 
years, it just doesn't seem like 20 years and because the change doesn't happen as a 
rapid change. It's a gradual change ... One of the things that we used to have and 
don't have any more is, the number of new arrivals, kids that were straight from, as 
in, they'd come in as refugees and more or less come into the classroom that, 
usually, were fairly skilled and perhaps, a little bit older. Now we seem to have a lot 
more kids of an Asian background. They were either born in Australia, or worked 
their way through the Australian system. It seems to me how that, perhaps, that 
ambition that those kids had had earlier on has been diluted. (Kelly, 1988,11. 1-26, 
research transcripts) 
For Kelly, the concept of change no longer seemed problematic. What had changed 
remained the presence of others within a community. The negotiation of this logic 
had changed however. In 1988, teachers wondered how they could cope with the 
number of newly arrived students coming into the classroom. Kelly remembered 
these students as unusually skilled and hardworking, and was dismayed at ways that 
these qualities had become "diluted". But he was no longer bewildered by these 
changes. In 1988, "change came" when "the Asians came". Kelly was nonchalant 
about these changes in demographic patterns. "We used to have ... Now we seem to 
have a lot more kids of an Asian background". These different groups no longer 
changed community spaces in uncontrolled ways. "They came here and ... they 
worked their way through the Australian system", he told me. 
By 1998, Australian immigration patterns had begun to change (see, for instance, 
Marginson, 1997; Taylor, Rizvi, Lingard, & Henry, 1997). My conversations at the 
school reflected these changes. However, the demographic categories used to 
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describe these changes became harder to define. The kind of Asian student had 
changed from the middle-class and educated students who arrived 15 years earlier. 
The school enrolled numbers of students who had been long-term residents of 
refugee camps. Numbers of students arrived from other countries, particularly from 
Africa and the Cook Islands. Finally, the school was beginning to receive numbers of 
"full-fee-paying students", who entered the school with different educational goals 
and planned to stay in Australia. In 1988, whole communal settings changed when 
"they" came. This time teachers and parents told me that they controlled these 
changes. The students were "pushed through", "got a whole lot". "They" were now 
the ones to whom things happen; the ones who were "on waiting lists" and who were 
"going through the language centre". Concepts of "having" and of "pushing 
through" reflect a notion of control which was not present in the 1988 discussion. 
Nevertheless, a sense of incredulity remained at the numbers of "them" entering the 
school. There were "more" of them, "a lot" of them, "heaps and heaps" in fact, 
entering the school. 
In 1998, government statistics measured the extent of the population shifts. These 
changes seemed almost too difficult to cope with. A decade later, these changes 
seemed more benign. The composure evinced by teachers and parents was 
precarious. Demographic change seemed to be less problematic and less of a source 
of concern. The statistics defined ethnic and raced groups in seemingly unproble-
matic ways. The view of these statistics from the different vantage point of the 
narrational map shows that these concepts (demographic change and the notions 
used to define it) need to be problematised. These terms enforced a dualism between 
the measurer and the measured.8 What was being measured were those others who 
came into our community. By 1998, the identities being measured seem fragmented 
and changing. Demographic change was frightening in 1988. In 1998, teachers and 
parents were less concerned about these changes. Nevertheless, they continued to 
explore ways to deal with them. In the next section, I explore the logic of these 
negotiations. 
3. Whispering of Another 
Defining Home Spaces-J988 
In this final section, I analyse conversations that demarcate belonging and not 
belonging. In 1988, the demarcation between those identities who belonged and 
those who did not quite belong was clear. For Helen Brown, teacher and local 
resident, the arrival of different ethnic groups was an invasion of her most immediate 
home spaces. She states: 
People come out ... the streets we live in, have a mixture of people, our Shopping 
Centres have signs-Vietnamese. Chinese is spoken here ... I expect to be able to 
go to the bottom of my street, and when I speak to the ... they understand what I 
want ... but I am finding, more and more, that the shopkeeper doesn't speak 
enough English for me to buy what is in their shop. This is in an area that would 
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regarded as Anglo-Saxon background. My favourite deli ... the people only speak 
Spanish. My chicken shop ... it is only Vietnamese that is spoken. And so I am 
finding that I am not able to communicate, with the people, in my own area, to buy 
cheese etc. I don't mind people going in there that speak that language, but I think 
that the shopkeeper should be able to communicate with me. (Brown, 1988, p. 9, 
research transcripts) 
What was most noticeable in the discussions that took place in 1988 was the 
clear demarcation. Brown was concerned about the "people" who "come out", 
the "mixture of people" who have entered "my own area", "the streets we live in", 
"my favourite deli", and "my chicken shop". Brown "expect(ed) to be able to go to 
the bottom of my street" and when she spoke expected to be understood. Her 
concern was that "1 am not able to communicate", that they "should be able to 
communicate with me". Embattled by the impact of so many others, Brown found 
herself under siege, unable to communicate within her own neighbourhood, or to 
carry out the most mundane of her day-to-day tasks. Her Anglo-Saxon background 
was under threat as Greeks, Vietnamese, and Spanish people congregated in the 
street where she lived, took over her shopping centre and changed the familiar 
sameness of the demographic character of the community in which she lived. Their 
inability to speak English limited the ways she was able to communicate her most 
basic needs. Her agency to carry out her most taken-for-granted activities was 
mediated. She felt that her ability to negotiate her day-to-day life was mediated in the 
vicinity of her most immediate communal spaces. Her sense that she was out of 
control of her most intimate affairs resounded in her final aside, "1 don't mind if they 
speak that language between themselves, but they should be able to communicate 
with me". 
Defining Home Spaces-1998 
By 1998, the definition of those identities who belonged and those who did not was 
less clear. Danny Miller, associate principal, also considered that Southgate was 
special in the way that it was a safe place for its students but that people outside the 
school simply did not understand. 
I go to the Southmeadow committee, which is one of the City of Southton's local 
area committees. They are very Anglo ... while the committee consists of a whole 
range of people, the real power brokers in the group are WASPs and they don't like 
our school. It's probably a defamatory statement, but they don't ... So we're 
fighting all the way. The committee has given money for the pergola to be built and 
a new barbecue and they have given us funds. There's always this statement about 
the community not having real access to the community centre, which is down 
there. It is a joint project between ourselves and the City of Southton. What they're 
really saying is that no one from our cultural groups get access because it's used all 
the time on the weekends by other groups in the community. The Cook Islanders 
have their church down there; we've got various Asian groups that use it. (Miller, 
1998, p. 5, research transcripts) 
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Miller was frustrated by the difficulties he faced when he worked with local area 
committees. The problem was that "they are very Anglo" and "the real power 
brokers", and those WASPs "don't like our school". The obstacles put in place by 
"their committee" meant that "we're fighting all the way". The conception "we" is 
interesting. Miller was speaking as school representative to a network of community 
organisations, the Southmeadow Area Committee. The argument revolved around 
the word "community". The term "our cultural groups" is interesting. The 
paragraph ends in a series of confusions as to which groups were part of the school 
community and belonged to us and which belonged to the community generally, 
though differently. The definition of the "us" who owned these various ethnic groups 
is separate from "ourselves" who deal with the city of Southton and "our cultural 
groups" who need to be given access. Even as Miller defended the rights of 
community groups to locate their activities at the school, he maintained a difference 
between other communities groups who were from the community but not part 
of "us", and the cultural groups who were part of our community but who belonged 
to "us". 
The increasing confusion that underpins notions of who-we-are and who-they-are 
in recent and increasingly globalised times is the subject of other of my papers 
(Arber, 2003a, 2003b, Arber, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c). There I argue that recent 
debates about globalisation, diasporic and postmodern identities, commodification, 
and marketisation continue to be negotiated within changed but salient discourses 
about identity and differences. In this paper, parents, teachers, and I spoke to each 
other about conditions of demographic change and about multiculturalism, but very 
little about racism. I have argued that discussions about race and ethnic relations 
need to be examined from the different directions of: day-to-day practice and 
experience; debates about racism, multiculturalism and demographic change; and 
the taken-for-granted conceptions that underpin them. The examination of the 
different stories which my respondents told me showed that teachers, parents, and I 
were concerned about the different ways one could understand oneself as part of the 
community and as a cultured and raced identity. In 1988, we discussed how selves 
and others could belong and not belong within the community. In 1998, the 
boundaries between choosing between being within and without the community 
seemed more fluid and confusing. The analysis of these observations from the 
different vantage point of the shaping conditions, which (and no matter how 
temporally) mediated these relations, showed that the other remained to be the focus 
of the discussion. 
Conclusion 
This paper reports on findings taken from one particular school in Melbourne, 
towards the end of the twentieth century, a time when the school was increasingly 
altered by changed demographic trends. I found that teachers and parents 
interviewed in each of these years spoke about the ways these changes impacted 
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on their day-to-lives and the policies and practices that they put in place to 
deal with them. These conversations took place in certain and taken-for-granted 
ways that normalised some conceptions about race and ethnic relations and 
made others difficult-and sometimes almost impossible--to speak about. In 
making these conversations explicit and exploring them "otherwise", I found 
discussions that suggested that some people belonged differently within the 
community to others. These conversations became increasingly confused towards 
the end of the decade as, in times of increasing globalisation, taken-for-
granted conceptions, particularly those of identity, seemed fluid and contingent. 
Nevertheless, these changes, these understandings, continued to be tied to others, 
which positioned people differently within the school and within the Australian 
community. 
Within the ambit of these conversations, these debates-their logics and 
definitions, their conceptual and material consequences-make sense. However, 
beneath these conversations we continue to be disturbed as positioning of race and 
ethnic definition continue to shape the things we say and do. Thus even as in times of 
post-modern definition when the relation between difference or the same appears as 
an increasingly incongruent notion, conceptions of self and other remain as the focus 
of the conversation. Notions of raced and ethnic groups as different and other and 
the material consequences of these contradictions are no longer easily defined. 
Nevertheless, they continue as a "whispering in our hearts". 
Notes 
1. This paper is concerned with a much larger research project. It is not possible to develop all 
of its themes here. See, for instance, Arber (2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2004b). 
2. In Australia, writings by Hage (1998), McLean (1998), and Stratton (1998) make similar 
arguments. 
3. For further material that sets out the parameters of this methodological frame, see Arber 
(1999,2000,2003b). 
4. I consider, for example, the work of Connolly (1998), Gillborn (1998), Kincheloe and 
McLaren (1998). 
5. The "levels of analysis" approach developed here emphasises practices, fields, and maps of 
narration. However, this is not to imply that narration is the central or overriding practice of 
social life--only that it is central to the present. 
6. Southgate Secondary College has a different name but is a suburban secondary school in 
Melbourne, Australia. Pseudonyms chosen here for teachers and parents reflect the ethnicity 
and gender with which these respondents identified but are otherwise used to disguise their 
identity. 
7. See Goldberg's (1997) exploration of the use of demographic statistics in an American 
context. See Singh (1998) for a discussion of the way these debates took place in Australia. 
8. Goldberg (1997) traces the problematic and inconsistent ways these measures have been 
used to measure groups in America. Singh (1998) notes the presence of similar logics within 
statistics used in Australia. 
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